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ABSTRACT 
 

Biometric attendance systems are used by employers to keep proper record of their employees’ attendance. This 
approach helps in checking frauds such as false attendance record which could be inevitable in manual systems. 
There are several available techniques involved in development of biometric attendance systems which are 
chosen by the developer as a matter of application and deployment of system. Some of the popular method are 
the fingerprint based biometric attendance system and that of voice recognition. However, attendance system 
would be more sophisticated if face recognition was used with combination of these techniques already 
mentioned. This project has developed a multimodal biometric attendance system. The system combined both 
fingerprint recognition and face recognition in taking employees’ attendance. The system development involved 
use of Machine Learning (ML) algorithm to recognize faces. The hardware was built around a single-board 
computer (SBC) to serve as a stand-alone system. A light-weight graphics user interface (GUI) was developed 
to make employees’ enrollment user-friendly. In addition to the bio capture, RFID cards were provided for each 
employee to use as ID card. This makes it easy to detect the presence of a worker before the system automatically 
prompts for capture. The system was rigorously tested, and well packaged such that provides easy access to the 
users. 

Keywords:  RFID (Radıo Frequency Identıfıcatıon); GUI (Graphıcal User Interface); Raspberry Pı 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Almost every organization desires to keep track of 

employees’ attendance and time. One prevalent way 

of doing this is to manually use a paper trail to keep 

logs of employee check-in/out. This manual system 

can be easily manipulated, and it is easy for 

employees to put in a proxy attendance that is 

difficult to track. To avoid these and other 

shortcomings, most organizations look to deploying 

biometric attendance systems. 

A biometric attendance system uses automated 

methods of verifying or recognizing the identity of 

a living person based on a unique physiological 

characteristic. The characteristic could be 

fingerprint, facial image, iris and/or voice 

recognition (Wayman, Jain, Maltoni, &Maio, N. 
D.). The use of an automated method ensures that 

there is high accuracy in the time tracking of 

employees’ activities. In addition, the unique 

biometric physiological attributes captured by the 

system ensures that proxy attendance cannot be 

logged on it; this way, forgery and/or duplication is 

prevented. 

The growing popularity of biometrics in 

mainstream identification and authentication has 

made it vitally important to ensure that the 

performance of biometric systems is at an 

acceptable level. An important metric in a biometric 

attendance system is the accuracy of the recognition 

(Thakkar, 2017). This is the amount of true 

positives in the total number of authentication 

events. One of the uptake of technologies is usually 

dependent on the reliability of the system. 
Therefore, to increase the accuracy of the biometric 

system, a multimodal biometric system is advised. 
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In this case, a system that uses fingerprint and facial 

recognition system is recommended. The single 

most important reason for this recommendation is 

because, people are already conversant with a 

fingerprint scanner as it is the most popular 

biometric authentication in use (Violino, 2015), and 

the addition of a facial recognition system as it is 

the fastest biometric technology available that 

requires no delay and leaves the subjects entirely 

unaware of the process (TecSynt Solutions, 2017). 

The major contrıbutıon/dıfferences wıth sımılar 

works are: 

i. Redundancy ıs added by usıng both fınger 

prınt and face recognition. 

ii. The RFID card ıs to gıve access to the 

machıne, unauthorized user cannot use ıt. 

iii. The system runs wıthın OS envıronment, ıt 

provıdes fast operatıon, multıtaskıng and 

easıer ın creatıng data base. 

iv. Data base can be easıly exported sınce the 

machıne can run as data base server. 

1.1. Problem Statement/Justıfıcatıon 

From impersonation by ineligible attendees to 

signing on behalf of fellow eligible attendees, the 

current attendance method is flawed and too easily 

bypassed. There is a need for a more secure way of 

verifying and ensuring that the attendees are eligible 

and if necessary, if the attendees are on time. 

Access control in restricted areas is also not 

excluded as this can find its application there. This 

is because access control into such areas are also 

flawed as it usually involves using a key which has 

restricted access or stationing a man in front the area 

to serve as a barrier to unwanted people or in some 

cases, a combination of both. This is a waste of 

manpower as multiple restricted areas will require 

multiple people taking shifts to guard such areas 

while the access keys to such areas could fall into 

the wrong hands. 

System’s response speed is of utmost importance if 

machine-user friendliness is to be maintained at all 

time. It is notable that system response speed varies 

approximately linearly with the amount of passes 

the authentication block has to make through the 

records to establish a hit or a miss, thus it increases 

with increasing database size, as most systems 

implement a 1-to-N record matching using 

appropriate logic. 

Since it is desired that the processing time be of the 

lowest magnitude, any means of speeding up the 

acquisition and recognition operations is desirable. 

The proposed system intends to solve the “largish” 

processing time that becomes evident with increase 

in users’ pool size using a smart card preloaded with 

relevant details that serve as a primary data input to 

the system from which user-specific “keys” are 

loaded and utilized by the front-end as indexes to 

the fingerprint or facial templates’ database. This 

feature doubles as a means of implementing 1-to-1 

authentication for both fingerprint and facial 

recognition subsystems, and as an identity card 

(RFID to be used) which is a physical primary token 

of association with an entity. 

1.2. Objective of the Study 

To find a means to regulate the access to restricted 

areas as well as ending the impersonation of 

attendees and all forgery related to regular 

attendance records by the construction of an 

attendance system that makes use of biometrics to 

determine eligibility of access. 

1.2.1. Specıfıc Objectıves 

• To design a facial recognition and 

fingerprint matching system with a smart 

card front-end for a 1-to-1 subject 

recognition. 

• To create a database that is constantly 

updated with data whenever the attendance 

system is being used. 

• To test and implement the biometric 

attendance system that sends the details of 

each login to a cloud database for 

verification.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Biometric systems work by first capturing a sample 

of the feature, such as recording a digital sound 

signal for voice recognition, taking an image for 

facial recognition, or taking a digital color image for 

palm or iris recognition. Single biometric system 

has certain inherent problems such as noisy sensor 

data, non-universality of biometric trait, restricted 

degrees of freedom and unaccepted error rates 

(Subbarayudu& Prasad, 2008; Violino, 2015). A 

multimodal biometric system tries to overcome 

these problems by providing multiple evidences of 

the same identity. One other advantage is spoofing 

of these multi-biometrics simultaneously become 

more difficult for an intruder. As result, various 

studies have looked into the feasibility of 

incorporating multi-modal biometrics in real-life 

applications. (Kim et al., 2012) explored the use of 

multi-modal authentication in Smart TVs. It was 

observed that the combined use of iris and facial 

recognition outperformed a unimodal biometric 

system that used either Iris or facial recognition as 

a standalone. 

Biometric systems operate in two modes of 

verification and identification. During the 

verification mode, the system works on validating 

an individual’s identity by comparing the occupied 

biometric data with that of the individual’s 

biometric template stored in the system’s database. 

In the identification mode, a person is recognized by 

the system through searching in stored templates of 

all users in the database for a match (Subbarayudu& 

Prasad, 2008). Thus, the system performs a one-to-

many comparison in order to establish identities. 

The use of a multimodal biometric system requires 

an effective fusion scheme to combine the 

information presented from multiple domains. This 

led some researchers to develop techniques at 

combining information at the matching score level 

(“ScienceDirect,” n.d.) . 

A multi-modal biometric system which enhances 

recognition accuracy and population coverage by 

using iris and fingerprint was proposed by (Besbes, 

Trichili, &Solaiman, 2008). (Shahin, Badawi, 

Rasmy, 2008) proposed a high security system by 

fusing hand veins, hand geometry and fingerprint. 

(Manju & Shajinnargunam, 2016) investigated and 

proposed a method to improve the performance by 

combining iris and fingerprint.

  

3. METHODOLOGY 

The multimodal biometric system composes of 

various parts, broadly broken down into hardware 

and software units which work together to actualize 

the goal. Face recognition requires machine 

learning in artificial intelligence. This process 

involves huge database for machine learning and 

feature extraction activities to arrive at the level of 

the desired accuracy. To implement a robust and 

reliable system with optimal performance in a user-

friendly manner, a high-end processor would be a 

good choice. The processor should be optimized for 

graphics processing, and fast execution of program 

is necessary. Therefore, for this purpose, a single-

board computer (SBC) was a good option for the 

hardware. 

3.1.  Hardware Section 

The hardware unit was built around a Raspberry Pi 

3 (RPi), a single-board computer (SBC) from 
Raspberry Pi Foundation®. The RPi runs a 64-bit 

Linux operating system, a distribution called 

Rasbian. The Rasbian OS is pre-loaded with 

necessary drivers and libraries for the required 

hardware such as GPIOs, camera, RFID, fingerprint 

modules, keyboard, mouse, display, etc. 

 

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ (Raspberry Pi Foundation) 

Figure 1 shows a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ with 

peripheral interfaces labelled. This is an SBC that 
was deployed in this development. The computer 

runs the application that coordinates all the required 
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peripheral hardware to realize the attendance 

system as a stand-alone unit. To use the RPi 

comfortably, a USB mouse, keyboard, and a HDMI 

display would be connected as required, and a 5V, 

3A DC source would provide required power to the 

hardware. 

3.1.1. The RFID Sub-Unit 

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is the use of 

radio waves to read and capture information stored 

on a tag or card attached to an object. A tag can be 

read from up to several feet away and does not need 

to be within direct line-of-sight of the reader to be 

tracked. Figure 2 describes an RFID system. 

Figure 2: RFID System 

A RFID system is made up of two parts: a tag, card 

or sticker and a reader. In this report, RFID cards, 

tags, and stickers will be used interchangeably. 

RFID tags or cards are embedded with a transmitter 

and a receiver. The RFID component on the tags 

have two parts: a microchip that stores and 

processes information, and an antenna to receive 

and transmit a signal. The tag contains the specific 

serial number for one specific object.  

To read the information encoded on a tag, a two-

way radio transmitter-receiver called an 

interrogator or reader emits a signal to the tag using 

an antenna. The tag responds with the information 

written in its memory bank. The interrogator will 

then transmit the read results to an RFID computer 

program. 

 

Figure 3: RFID-RC522 Pinout 

 

 

Fıgure 4: Passive RFID Cards 

 

There are two types of RFID cards: passive and 

battery powered.  A passive RFID tag will use the 

interrogator’s radio wave energy to relay its stored 

information back to the interrogator.  A battery 

powered RFID card (Active RFID) is embedded 

with a small battery that powers the relay of 

information. However, the readily available reliable 

passive RFID cards were deployed for use in this 

work. The RC522 type scanner with pin description 

is shown in figure 3 and RFID cards are shown in 

figure 4. In the developed system, each RFID card 

is used as a unique ID card for an employee. It is 

attached to the employee’s data stored on a database 

and uniquely identifies the employee. 

3.1.2. The Fingerprint Module 

For the purpose of fingerprint enrollment, a suitable 

fingerprint scanner was interfaced with the 

Raspberry Pi and is readily used to enroll an 

employee’s fingerprint. The brand used in this work 

is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: R307 Fingerprint scanner 

 

The fingerprint module is capable of enrolling and 

recognizing fingerprints user demand. The 

raspberry as a host system communicates with the 

module by issuing the necessary commands to 

either enroll or recognize a fingerprint. 

3.1.3. The RPi Camera 

 

 

Figure 6: RPı Camera 

The most sophisticated feature of this system is the 

face recognition part. In order to enroll and 

recognize human faces, a camera module is 

necessary. Fortunately, the Raspberry Pi 

Foundation has developed a camera module with 

suitable resolution to capture objects. Additionally, 

the required drivers and interfacing libraries are also 

pre-loaded with the Rasbian OS image, making it 

‘flexible’ for developers. Figure 6 shows the camera 

module used in this work. 

3.2 Software Section 

The software consists of the operating system that 

runs on the Raspberry Pi, Python Script as host 

application, OpenCV for face detection and face 

recognition, database for storage, and APIs to 

control the camera, fingerprint scanner and RFID 

reader.  

Python Script was developed and runs on the 

Raspberry Pi SBC for data capture, processing and 

storage. The script is a command-line application 

that runs on startup, though it provides a light-

weight GUI for more user-friendly approach. The 

software algorithm for employee biometric 

enrollment is presented in the flowchart given in 

figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Bio-metric enrollment Program Algorithm Flowchart 
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For an employee’s biometrics to be enrolled, each 

employee is issued a RFID card which has a unique 

ID. The employee’s bio data are captured and stored 

alongside the ID in the database. On capturing the 

employee’s face, the face detection algorithm 

methods provided in the OpenCV libraries are used. 

This provides for capturing multiple images of the 

same face one at a time. The captured images are 

stored. Then a Machine Learning (DL) algorithm is 

used to train the machine on recognizing the stored 

images. In this application, 30 images of each 

employee are captured and stored. After the training 

section, the user data is stored and the images 

containing folder is linked with the employee’s data 

for future use. 

START

CONFIGURE ALL PERIPHERAL 
HARDWARE

SCAN RFID CARD

GET FINGERPRINT

RFID CARD 
AUTHENTICATED

?

NO

YES

IS FINGERPRINT 
AUTHENTICATED

?

FINGERPRINT READ 
TIMEOUT

?

NO

NO

YES

CAPTURE AND DETECT FACE

YES

IS FACE RECOGNIZED
?

RECORD EMPLOYEE’S 
ATTENDANCE

YES

END

NO

Figure 8: Fıgure 8: Bio-metric Recognition Program Algorıthm  

Flowchart 

Figure 8 shows the flowchart of software flow 

algorithm for a single-cycle execution. However, 

the routine will keep repeating after each cycle, 

searching for another RFID card within the range. 

3.2.1. Face Recognition Part 

For this work, face recognition featured was 

realized with the help of OpenCV® libraries, and 

API for image processing provided by OpenCV. 

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) 

is released under a BSD license and hence it’s free 

for both academic and commercial use. It has C++, 

Python and Java interfaces and supports Windows, 

Linux, Mac OS, iOS and Android. OpenCV was 

designed for computational efficiency and with a 

strong focus on real-time applications. Written in 

optimized C/C++, the library can take advantage of 

multi-core processing. Enabled with OpenCV, it 

can take advantage of the hardware acceleration of 

the underlying heterogeneous compute platform 

[OpenCV.org]. 

For a sophisticated face recognition application, 

these powerful features of OpenCV libraries were 

explored in the application development.
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4. RESULTS 

 

4.1. System Testing and Results 

The test process involves testing of the assembled 

hardware, and software test for various integrated 

features. The available test cases with available 

results are tabulated alongside few screenshots 

described in the next section. 

4.1.1. Master Tag 

Table 1: Master Tag Test Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Master Tag (Admin 

Tag) 

Valid No 

Error Message Master Tag Not 

Defined. Scan the tag 

to define Master Tag 

 

 

Figure 9: Master Card Testıng 

Table 2: Master Tag Test Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Master Tag (Admin 

RFID card) 

Valid Yes 

Message Master Tag Defined 

 

4.1.2. Add/Remove Employee 

Table 3: Add/Remove Employee Test Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Staff Tag (RFID card) 

Card Present No 

Message Add or Remove 

Employee 

 

 

Figure 10: Add/Remove Employee Testıng 

Table 4: Add/Remove Employee Test Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Staff Tag (RFID card) 

Card Present Yes 

Message Name, Gender, Dept. 

 

4.1.3. Name and Department 

Table 5: Name and Department Test Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Full Name, Dept. 

Full Name & Dept 

Entered 

No 

Message Invalid Fields 

 

 

Figure 11: Add/Remove Employee Testıng 

Table 6: Name and Department Test Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Full Name, Dept. 

Full Name & Dept 

Entered 

Yes 

Message Place Your Finger 

 

4.1.3. Enroll Fingerprint 

Table 7: Fınger Enrollment Test Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Fingerprint 

Finger Present No 

Message Place Your Finger 
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Figure 12: Enrollment Testıng 

 

Figure 13: Fınger Enrollment Testıng Case 2 

Table 8: Fınger Enrollment Test Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Fingerprint 

Finger Present Yes 

Message Remove and place the 

same finger again 

 

 

Figure 14: Fınger Enrollment Testıng Case 2 

 

Table 9: Fınger Enrollment Test Case 3 

Test Case-3  

Required Remove and Place 

Finger Again 

Finger removed and 

placed again 

Yes 

Message Finger Enrolled 

Successfully. Bring your 

face 

 

 

Figure 15: Fınger Enrollment Testıng Case 3 

 

4.1.4. Enroll Face 

Table 10: Face Enrollment Test Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Face Detection 

Face Detected No 

Message Bring your face 

 

Table 11: Face Enrollment Test Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Face Detection 

Face Detected Yes 

Message User Enrolled 

Successfully. Scan the 

Tag. 

 

 

Figure 16: Face Enrollment Testıng Case 2 

 

4.1.5. Attendance 

Table 12: Takıng Attendance Case 1 

Test Case-1  

Required Employee Tag 

Employee Tag 

Scanned 

No 

Message Normal mode. Scan 

the Tag 

 

 

Figure 17: Takıng Attendance Case 1 
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Table 12: Takıng Attendance Case 2 

Test Case-2  

Required Employee Tag 

Employee Tag 

Scanned 

Yes 

Message Place Your Finger 

 

 

Figure 18: Takıng Attendance Case 2 

 

Table 13: Takıng Attendance Case 3 

Test Case-3  

Required Employee Fingerprint 

Employee Finger 

Recognized 

No 

Message Place Your Finger 

 

 

Figure 19: Takıng Attendance Case 3 

 

 

Figure 18: Takıng Attendance Case 2 

 

Table 13: Takıng Attendance Case 3 

Test Case-3  

Required Employee Fingerprint 

Employee Finger 

Recognized 

No 

Message Place Your Finger 

 

Figure 19: Takıng Attendance Case 3 

Table 14: Takıng Attendance Case 4 

Test Case-4  

Required Employee Fingerprint 

Employee Finger 

Recognized 

Yes 

Message Bring Your Face 

 

Table 15: Takıng Attendance Case 5 

Test Case-5  

Required Employee 

Fingerprint 

Employee Face 

Recognized 

No 

Message Bring Your Face 
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Table 16: Takıng Attendance Case 6 

Test Case-6  

Required Employee Fingerprint 

Employee Face 

Recognized 

Yes 

Message Attendance Yes 

 

 

Figure 20: Takıng Attendance Case 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Using a more sophisticated technique for biometric 

attendance system such as combining both detection 

and recognition techniques and fingerprint 

matching can reduce fraud and hence improve 

security in taking attendance. Based on this, face 

detection and recognition can be used to implement 

so many applications like automatic attendances 

system based on face recognition, employee’s 

attendances, security, safety like finding criminal in 

image which can help in recognizing the criminal. 

In this system we have developed an attendance 

system for a taking employee’s attendance record. 

It saves time and effort, more importantly, provides 

more accuracy. The applications used were written 

in Python, and is a command line based. The 

application is robust and reliable. The face 

recognition application is based on OpenCV 

libraries and is suitable for this purpose. The 

packaging allows for deployment as a stand-alone 

system.
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